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In late May, the NAIC’s Life Risk Based Capital (RBC) Working Group approved a proposal to 
reduce capital charges for real estate equity investments.  Whereas RBC charges were 
previously 15% for direct investments on Schedule A and 23% for Schedule BA investments, 
the newly adopted charges will be 11% and 13%, respectively.  While additional real estate 
RBC revisions may be adopted later, these reduced capital charges are expected to go into 
effect at the end of 2021. 

This is a significant benefit for life insurers for multiple reasons.  First, the reduced charges for 
both direct and fund-based investments make it more capital-efficient to invest in real estate 
equity, an asset class that is particularly well-suited for life insurers starved for relatively high-
returning, income-producing assets.  Perhaps more importantly, reducing the difference 
between Schedule A and Schedule BA RBC charges makes real estate investing via funds 
more attractive now than before. 

In the past, many life insurers limited real estate fund investments or even avoided them 
altogether because they carried much higher capital charges than direct investments.  But 
directly investing in real estate raises a number of challenging questions:  How do I effectively 
diversify my property exposure?  How do I access investments outside the U.S.?  Do I have 
the expertise in-house to handle asset allocation across property types, geographical regions, 
and risk profiles?  Am I operationally equipped to effectively monitor and account for a variety 
of direct investments?  Investing via funds managed by real estate specialists can overcome 
many of these challenges, and with fund investments’ capital charges more closely aligning 
with direct investments, life insurers can access a richer opportunity set without RBC 
considerations preventing them from looking beyond direct investments. 

Rarely do such significant changes to capital treatment occur, particularly changes yielding 
such an opportunity for insurers.  With these new real estate RBC charges likely taking effect 
with year-end 2021 reporting, now is the time for life insurers to evaluate their real estate 
portfolios and plan for additions and / or adjustments to those portfolios. 
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